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Introductive review on the books of Aspect Series with title pages
In the innermost part of our mind there are no equations, but a simple idea.
Once we explore it, it becomes so irresistible and trivial that we would say, oh how
nice, how could it be otherwise?
John Archibald Wheeler
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The life of an impulse, this may well be
the title of the book, which is an
explanation of a new effect theory and
demonstrates the origin and function of
gravity, and the correlation of smaller
or greater energy organizations and
structures, which consist of impulses;
the direction of evolution from the early
sources through complexity;
up to creating the super intelligent
being,
The Necessary God.

What is our origin, how the organization of matter and the life itself started?
Whether there was an Initial Big Bang, and if so what had led to it? How was Universe formed?
These are questions of interest for all of us. The origin of material life and gravity still has some
unclear aspects. The Primary Explosion is the theory of beginning, from where we originate
time and space, and material substance, and from this the formation of life.
All we can comprehend about te first period of Big Bang is that it might have been a
complicated, unexplainable singularity, which might have started with a steady explosion.
In the book titled Aspect the author doubts that the origin of time, space and material can be
derived from the Big Bang Theory, and also that the initial process is incomprehensible. The
author also undertakes to outline the possible actions that did occur. Einstein also rejected the
theory of the primary explosion during his life, and integrated a Universe constant into the space
equations. His perception of the Universe constant was correct and its integration into in the
space equations was a necessity thus resulting in present space conditions.
Space itself is in a static and permanent state, in which the scattering material substance whirls,
mixes, concentrates some places and then it all disperses. All these occurrences can happen at
various speed of time, either slowly, linearly(?), or in much quicker pace as well. The permanent
change of the Macro Cosmos as it takes place in the complex space led to the integration of
local particles, and formation of fields. However, the changing process and expansion of fields
are not unlimited, because they can collapse due to the compressing force, known as gravity.
Aspect is the first book of the development of a scientific theory about space. It unveils the
formation of the conditions before singularity, and the possibility of the local primary explosion.
The origin and organization of life and matter can be understood. The space organizations are
extremely proportional, analogue structures, known as fractal systems. By revealing this set of
rules our attention can focus on numerous correlations that are beyond our present
understanding, thus our overall knowledge on space and time, organization of matter and life
may improve.
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Aspect 1

EVOLUTIONAL THEORY
Table of content (A/4)
1. Starting point or basic knowledge on the Universe and its operation
2. The algorithm as set of rules, and the death of stars
3. Proceedings in the gravitation condensation
4. The state that might have led to the primary explosion
5. Once again about the primary explosion – a different perspective
6. Evolving of potentional energy and dissimilation of matter into kinetic energy
7. A look into black holes. (About the lenses of high energy density)
8. Transformation, remodeling and transmission of energy impulse,
and its incorporation into effect-accumulations
9. Reconsidering pressure, energy density and vacuum
10. Transformation of kinetic energy into potential energy and matter
11. Events following the primary explosion: energy concentration leading to creation!
12. Unification of fields of force containing impulses
13. Looking again at the effects that caused alteration in magnetism of gravity
14. Reconsidering the lense effect of gravity
15. Formation of the particle-like energy effect
16. Ranking energy into organization levels
17. The sign, the information and the link of effects
18. Information-identity influencing the effect combination
19. About the formation of dimensions and their link with Globular lightning
20. The structure of Space
21. The structure of Gravity
22. The structure of Time
23. Fractal organizations
24. Change of effect with low interaction as emission of energy and information
25. About the faith and origin of the necessary God
26. The fractal character of the life-like symbiotic structures
27. Changing low interactions in the human environment
28. Human information, body language and mimics
29. Change in the ratio of incoming and outgoing information and the inner rhythm:
the sense and divisions of time.
30. Information, sensation and evolution!
31. Low interaction energy coming from the dissimilation of potential energy
32. Cavity effect and the dissimilation of the space energy
33. Formation of the evolution scale changes
34. The first letters of the information, and the formation of the meaning
35. Communication channels and frequency bands of information
36. Energy developing and vitalizing effects of musical impulses
37. Acknowledging a sense of time and biorhythm. Is there a choice?
38. Summary
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Aspect 2

Horizontal and space:
Impact of the change on the space time
Horizontal and space is
the second book of the Aspect series
Size: A/4; 204 pages

Published by Globusbau Ltd,
25 Zsolnay Street, Pécs-7630 Tel: 36-72 516 830
Fax: 36-72 516 832 Email: Info@pecsiglas.hu

The book introduces the details and
connections of a new space theory that
has just been postulated, and it also
addresses the analogy of the organization
of matter and life.
The changing process known by the
human as life shows analogy with the
changing process of matter because they
work by identical rules. This change
takes place in a multidimensional space
in which, beside the unequal space
positions fixed points, horizontals and
axis can formulate as well as space
symmetry, which can result in fields also.

This organization is a fractal system that integrates the local fields as periodic repetitions
of a simple rule on different energy levels into a mutually existing multi-level system.
The system of effects observed with insufficient knowledge, that cannot be understood
with our present experimenting means and methods has already served as the basis of
many mistakes, which resulted in frequent withdrawal of theories and building up new
more appropriate verifiable scientific theories. One of the greatest mistakes is the
primary explosion and the theory of the expanding universe, which physical explanation
needs correction.
This well known material is nothing but recycling organization of fields determined by
time and space and distention of bubbles adjusting to the environmental level.
The space can be seen as a living organization, an endless crystal, and the interacting
particles of the spherical waves either disperse or converge at some parts of this crystal–
lattice.
The homogeneity of the perfection of space is deflected by the change, which inside the
illusive chaos creates a pulsation of self-structuring harmonic balance.
Horizontal and space
Table of content (Size A/4)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Introduction of analysis and the basis of the space theory
Basic physical mistakes
Negation of the primary explosion, the misunderstood Doppler-effect
Gravity is other than force of attraction, it is difference in effect changes
Expansion of effect changes, recalcitrance of matter and conductivity
The effect system operating in the Universe
Elements of space effect identity
The connections and coherence of effect fields and effect modules built in fractal system
Formation of organization levels
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10. Understanding the real cause of cancer
11. The beginning
12. Effect modules registering the occurrences of space, ripples of space waves, whirlpools
13. Possibility of formation of life
14. Exploring space dimensions
15. Information module-postulate which helps to understand space
16. Effect identity, the connecting power between modules
17. The resistance and the conductivity of the space
18. Wave exclusion effect, known as Casimir effect
19. The DNA as a copy pattern and time program
20. The possibility of ANTIGRAVITATION
21. The possibility of astral bodies
22. Simple evidence of the Casimir effect-exclusion
23. Connection between exclusion and capillary effect
24. Reorganization of the information energy that fills space
25. Changes which create interactions of three dimensional matter
26. Formation of progression time and the information energy
27. Space and the space energy which is also called information
28. The repetition of information
29. A comparison between living and inanimate structures (indistinct outlines)
30. Complexity as the direction of development leading to formation of life
31. The body building manifestation of awareness, faith and volition
32. The role of FAITH influencing the progression of time
33. Time progression or organization time of informative energy fields
34. The influence of different built-in information on the organization time
35. The cause of cancer and the possibility of prevention
36. Geo-radiation and its effect on the health
37. Possibilities of alternative life organization
38. The prevention of maladjusted dissimilitude; the reproduction
39. Information identity and dissimilitude
40. Changes of information
41. Akasa Chronicle
42. Impulse as a life opening moment
43. Connection between diseases and active agents
44. The river effect
45. Energy and information
46. Intensifying of information
47. Change as the basis of the energy organization of space and life
48. Information consumed with foodstuff and health
49. Disinformation and its effect on the life organization
50. The influences of interstellar materials on the life
51. Information difference and diseases
52. Dangers of information of unknown origin
53. Coherence between health, miscommunication and the immune system
54. Changes affecting the soul and health
55. The influence of completing the space and the effect of information identity on the conductivity
56. About the energy density of space and material fields
57. About the larger fractal organizations
58. Formation of the 3D material and its reconstructed density
59. The building of information energy fields
60. The material organization of dispersing information energy by impulse
61. Human and other life organizing effect systems and energy fields
62. Summarizing thoughts
63. The Swan-song effect
Definitions
The Omnipotent Universe
The Living Universe
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Aspect 3
Effects of changes and organization
On the space time:
Size: A/4 60 pages

Published by Globusbau Ltd, 25 Zsolnay Street,
Pécs-7630 Tel: 36-72 516 830 Fax: 36-72 516 832
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This book is a summary study of the space
organization theories introduced in the first
two books of the Aspect series. It deals
with the changes and organization of the
matter which forms from the bubble-like
particles and their energy transformation.
The presence of the material determines
the energy content of space, which does
not only consist of mass but also of
velocity.
The energy content of particle
condensation known as field is determined
by a present mass of particles, their initial
energy content and their velocity taken
into the field, which decreases by the loss
that results from these three elements.

While arguing with Heisenberg, Niels Bohr once stated that all the great ideas always seem odd
and strange at first, because the explorers themselves are only able to comprehend them more
or less, while the others because of the lack of coherence of such information do not understand
them at all.
This study reveals the rules of the organization and current of the material substance, the way
the energy of the particles compresses into transforming fields, atoms, planets, stars and living
creatures.
The study introduces the pace of change and its consequence on the transforming fields, and its
effect on rhythms known as time, health, and time symmetry.
Table of content:
Arguments:
1. Basic physical mistakes
page 4
2. Arguments against the theory of Primary Explosion as the origin of life:
(misinterpretation of Doppler Effect)
3. Gravitation is not attraction; it is a difference in the effect space
page 10
4. Expansion of effect change, recalcitrance of matter and conductivity
page 15
5. Systems of effects that operate in the Universe
page 20
6. Information elements of spatial effect identity and how they affect modules
page 31
7. Localization and separation caused by changes
page 45
8. Characteristics of the effects as the basis of the information
page 49
9. Interconnection of the effect system built in the fractal structure and effect fields
page 49
10. Formation of organization levels
page 49
11. Creationist aspects of the effect system
page 53
12. The selection caused by the exaggerated changes in cases of overloading
the processing capacity of organic material: understanding cancer and its causes
page 56
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Aspect 4
Matter and life in the whirling Time

The laws of gravity and time
Impact of the particle-current in the
planetal space on the global
meteorological changes of the Earth
ISBN 963 430 867 8

Published by Globusbau Ltd,
25 Zsolnay Street, Pécs-7630 Tel: 36-72 516 830
Fax: 36-72 516 832 Email: Info@pecsiglas.hu

Aspect 4

Rules of gravity and time:
Know It So You Can Understand is the title of the
series of which this is the 4th book.
Size: A/4 2X 180 pages

This book consists of two distinct parts:
The first part deals with the physical effects
which led to the organization of matter and
gravitation, which is nothing but the
difference in space compression caused by
velocity;
This sums up how the matter is organized.
The second part of the book is called
“Weather Aspect”, with the sub-title:
Influence of the stream of particles on the
weather.
The author suggests a definite correlation
between the environmental changes of the
Inner Solar System, the Interplanetary
system and the global meteorological
changes of the Earth, which are responsible
for formation of ENSO and cyclones,
tornadoes and typhoons.

Knowledge is the basis of understanding, and also the way we connect new information to the
old existing theories; but most of us only have little or different experience in doing this. The
author’s goal is to demonstrate relative possibilities of seemingly identical things from a
different aspect, to show what and how the effects of space and energy organization are
influenced. Space and material organization does not have a beginning and end; what we
understand is our present time but this is also relative, a question of approach, sense and
understanding. This book, due to the loads of new information is a difficult reading, and may
have incomprehensible details for those with different or no relevant basic knowledge.
With space and the space organization, the changes are only seemingly complicated, in fact
what we call life is an endless continuous recycling process of change, complexity,
decomposition and reorganization of current systems in space and time.
Heaven does exist, after death the tunnel of liberation leads there, where particle-light-creatures
live their joyful life in an eternal bliss.
Life is not a burden though; it is a well-knit play in which God intensifies the embroilments that
we human beings understand as the evolution and phylogenesis of endless changes.
I recommend this book for those deep thinkers who are fond of sciences, and are also interested
in non-answered questions, who want to know about matterl, gravitation, and how life was
formed, what the fate of the Earth will be and what possibilities await mankind in the future.
I also recommend this book for those of exploring minds, and scientists, who are not content
with the inaccurate or inadequate answers on these subjects, and are in favour of clarifying
mistakes and misunderstandings. This book is a delicate treat for experts and those of scientific
inclination, offering a wide pallet of themes which can be improved or made more accurate.
The picture that coordinates and shows several scientific areas is only a sketch of space
organization, which also needs clarification, and filtering and correcting previously made
mistakes.
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The title of the second part of the book is Weather Aspect, subtitled as Influence of the stream
of particles on the weather. The author suggests a definite correlation between the
environmental changes of the Inner Solar System and the interplanetary system and the global
meteorological changes of the Earth, which are responsible for formation of ENSO and
cyclones, tornadoes and typhoons. The streaming system of the Earth does not only have local
character, it shows correlation with the solar and interstellar streams of the distant surroundings.
These streams are in unanimous synchronized rhythm with the motion of the planets, which also
correlate with the Earth, by influencing the streams towards the Earth. Weather is a
consequence. Changes modified by the fields outside the solar system induce changes in the sun,
the planets and fields of the solar system, thus continually modifying their position in space and
space symmetry.
These changes in space location influence the radiation of sunlight, the motions of the Earth and
all this results in changes of local weather.
This correlation system opens up the limits of the local planetary space to the correlating greater
Solar system; in addition it also demonstrates the possible effects of outer space on the changes
of Earth’s weather.
When starting our time-journey we have different abilities and talents, allowing some of us to
proceed faster, while others must move more slowly. During this long travel-time, the
development of individual abilities and changes in the environment give chance for those of
slower start to catch up with those who possessed greater initial velocity.

Moetrius
Table of content
Part one:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

Reconsideration and reinterpretation of some basic physics terms
New aspects of gravitation
Extension of the equivalency interpretation by Einstein and its limits
Decreasing the speed of a particle and its effect
End of the organization period: Heaven
Returning from the death-trance
Aging of genome
Stream of the particles in space, and the consequences of distinguished localization
Stream of the environment and formation of ‘greater ‘ fields
Basic errors of attracting gravitation theory
The formation of matter
Simple demonstration of gravitational effect difference based on environmental compression
The new gravitational approach of compressed interstellar space and space energy based on
difference
Reorganization of matter
Impulse
Impulse as the connection between light and electro-magnetic radiation
Formation of electric charge
Significance of the frontier section around the fields
Consequences of the impulses
Crystal fields, the aerial of the formation of matter
Connections between velocity and particle rotation
The Evolutional progress of matter and life
The Evolution of material organization
Space structural consequences of congested particle fields
The condition of space
Background radiation observed in the Universe
The pyramid organization of our life structure
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Table of content
Part two

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

The influence of the planetary stream on the weather
Changes in the energy stream around the local fields as the basis of the global weather changes
Significant events of the free interstellar space
Connection between the planetary space and the increased tectonic crust movement
Connection between the human, the other living matter and our planet
Planetary space changes that influence weather patterns
Operation of the effect mechanism that causes sun flares
The effect of the stream of particles of Planetary space on the changes of Earth’s weather
Hypothetical cause and effect of meteorological features, like ENSO and El-Nino
Processing information, harmony and understanding
Some spontaneous thoughts in connection with this subject
Structure of the interstellar fractal system
Formation and harmonic organization of the space stream and its mechanism
Interaction of space and environment
Influence of stellar space on meteorology
Changes of sun flare activity and the solar wind
Consequences that might effect mankind
Further developments of sun flare activity
Long term consequences of the sun flare activity
The trap of subjectivity
Formation of perception, realization, understanding, memory, knowledge and communication
The relativity of time
The definition of time and resolving time (twin) paradoxes
The possibility of perception and reaction
Possibilities of the atomic organization and evolutional divergence
Ionic matter and life organization
The covalent link of matter and life organization
Moral teachings of the book on Mars mystery
The possibilities of the formation of planets
The correlation between impulse disaster and the death of planets
The message of Nostradamus for mankind after the year 2000
Rules and consequences of impulses
Thread of Ariadne and the Akasa Chronicle
Foreshadows of convergence of interstellar fields and their prospective consequences
Consequence
Consequences of the recognized correlations on our every day life and future

Epilogue: Outside and inside, aka Time travel
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Aspect 5

Aspect 5

The fifth dimension,

fifthdimension,
dimension
TheThe
fifth
Inside or outside, or how to
understand the possibility of time
travel

Formation of future based on the past

Published by Globusbau Ltd,
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Possibility of time travel
This is the 5th book of the Aspect series
Size B/5 170 pages

This 5th book reveals recent correlations of the
matter and space organization theory explained
in the previous books and helps to understand
the possibility of simultaneous co-existence of
past, present and future.
The micro- and macro-cosmos is a harmonic,
analogue, instant reality formed on the surface
of the present, while the past and the future
can be seen as its reflection on the colliding
surface, and the contrast between the two can
be different.
It takes a long time for the past changes in the
distant interstellar space to get here, thus they
only have influence on our future. Similar
changes that occurred in the past get here in
our present and modify the local conditions.
Space and time correlate with each other, but
changes that occur in the distant space can get
here with a considerable time delay.

Using the traditional knowledge of physical rules this book makes it possible to understand the
possibility of simultaneous co-existence of past, present and future, thus legitimizing access of
information known by us as astral travel or time travel.
Hypnosis is not the only method that can be used to recover subconscious information; there
exist a number of forms, less complicated, more comprehensible and workable for anybody. For
example, the human mind, which can be considered a collective sense of our particles, can be
used to communicate with the smaller colonies of our particles, we can then understand the
changes that occur as possible rules of information that refer to the future.
With the help of our intelligent particles we can take a space-time journey, and we can
understand the unlimited and endless Universe.
Table of contents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Differences and transmissions between the local and global space
Possible conceptions of out (side) and in (side). Formation of macro-and micro-cosmos
Construction of local structures: the egg as a fractal system
Mechanism and construction of a collective sense: operation of the collective sense of birds,
schools of fish, ants and termites, bees and other colonies living in larger societies.
The surface of present, the past and future as an integration of waves of particles.
Past and future as direction of an effect. Operation and importance of the time gaps.
The role of temperature and its function in the change. Evolution as a mixture.
Resolving the time and twin paradox. The linear time=linear order or impulses and linear change
The possibility of non-linear changes and their consequences
The connection between Ley lines and the star map system drawn on the Earth
Forgotten correlations of the Ancient cosmic knowledge: the ancient cosmic knowledge of
Mesopotamia, Babylon, the Inca, and the Egyptian builders of the Pyramids, and the Druids.
The correlation between the known rules of nature and what is written in the Book of Revelation
UFOs and forces of nature: intelligent energy plasma lenses
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Aspect 6

Aspect
6
Synthesis
SYNTHESIS
The laws of matter and life organization

Published by Globusbau Ltd,
25 Zsolnay Street, Pécs-7630
Tel: 36-72 516 830 Fax: 36-72 516 832
Email: Info@pecsiglas.hu

Synthesis

This is the 6th book of the Aspect series
Size A/4 160 pages

This book contains the correlations of the
field theory that was elaborated in the
previous books and gives a framework of
the possible correlations between the
fields of physics, astronomy and
meteorology, which might concern all
branches of social sciences.
Futurology can also benefit from this
book as it reveals the statistically
plausible path of the development of our
future, and also outlines the possible
effects of the non-linear changes that
have already started.
By presented an integrated space
structure the book demonstrates the
driving forces of the field change and
explored rules of the time-rhythm that
drive evolution.

Synthesis is the latest book of the Aspect series that unveils the interdependence of matter and
life organization, as well as space and time, i.e. fundamental laws of the Universe.
This system, with its high level of self-regulation, can be understood from the materialistic point
of view as well, but this does not exclude a higher-level life-like existence of the changing
process similar to that of human life process. Change acts according to the fundamental laws of
the Universe that allows life-like changes in multitude of its layers and spheres. The field is
organized as a changing harmonic system, which leads to formation of highly intelligent and
complicated particles, no matter how tiny they are.
These particles containing their own conscience and knowledge came together to form particle
colonies, living organizations and changing fields of many different size, variations and
complexity. In these associated colonies and fields, knowledge and reason might merge
together creating a higher level of development and complexity.
In macro- and micro-dimensions alike, life-like changes occur in an analogue way.
We, mankind and the Earth, Gaia are elements of a living structure composed from smaller and
larger creatures. Our mind is composed from the matter of our own particles that encapsulate
knowledge in their very structure and it is part of a greater unit that is called the collective
consciousness.
The fields of the Universe strive toward perfection and a greater space harmony that may result
in extended lifespan and immortality of the matter in general and therefore also for the human
particles. However, perfection, total symmetry and singularity can cause constraint, as the
endless harmony can become monotonous. Proportional change can alleviate the monotony of
the harmonious Universe.
The asymmetric by-product of striving for greater harmony and symmetry is the changing life,
the imperfect and assymmetric fields, among them the human organization that has several
characteristics. The Universe itself is not perfect either, because while striving for perfection, it
also contains a proportional number of less symmetric changes, and thus imperfect changing
fields can always form as well.
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Table of content:
1. Contradictions of the primary explosion
2. The possibility of the primary explosion
3. Knowable singularity
4. Formation of impetus symmetry
5. Characteristics of the missing matter
6. The structure of gravity. The nature of gravity with a diagram.
7. The distinction of matter, beginning of the evolution cycles
8. Formation of rotating and circulating symmetry
9. The structuring and dissolving force, selective gravity. Identity and difference.
10. Rules of the rotation of fields around axis
11. The living Universe. DNA spirals of the Sun.
12. The possibility of pole-changes in the fields.
13. Rules determining material characteristics
14. A chart demonstrating the correlation of material development in a new manner.
15. The reproductive process of large size ionic fields.
16. The age of the Universe and the possibility of evolutional development resulting in
changes of matter
17. The operation of a time-switch regulating the evolutional development
17/1 Material paths, DNA spirals, and time-rivers crossing the Universe
17/2 Rules of linear and abrupt evolutional changes
17/3 Demonstration of the mechanism of the time-switch
17/4 Dispersion of matter of the ecliptic horizontals, the operation of the time-switch
17/5 Non-linear evolution, biological jumps and correlation between their occurrences
18. Time line and periods of the greater non-linear space occurrences of the Earth
18/1 The photon belt as a time spiral
18/2 Correlation between earthly evolutional jumps and time horizontals
19. Glaciations, climate changes, and other significant occurrences
20. Conclusions derived from understood correlations
21. The consequences of non-linear space changes
22. Current developing direction and the tendency of evolution
23. Analogy of Macro-and Micro cosmos
24. Correlation between the expansion of interaction and the condition of the transmitting
agent
Epilogue:
The message of the living environment to the beings of this planet that are close to time jump
The messages of the crop circles
This series will be continued with the next books, which are ready for publishing and
contain the options and guiding principles of the structure of human society that is based
on the analogy with the known space organization and is in cooperation with the natural
environment.
Further books of the Aspect series:
CHAIN OF LIFE (Life within life) The Prohibited Laws of Nature.
The grand structure. Chaos and organization. (Order in the Organization)
The ideal society, (In harmony with the natural powers)
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The Prohibited Laws of the Nature
The 7th book of the Aspect series

Aspect series

Aspect series

The prohibited laws of nature

The prohibited laws of nature

Aspect 7

Exploring the secret ancient knowledge,
The Universal natural laws
known by earlier civilizations, hidden
from mankind.

Published by Globusbau Ltd,
25 Zsolnay Street, Pécs-7630
Tel: 36-72 516 830
Fax: 36-72 516 832
Email: Info@pecsiglas.hu

The 7th book of Aspects Series
Size B/5 200 pages

This book tells about the laws of space
organization that were well-known for
preceding civilizations, and the first human
societies left them for us as heritance. This
knowledge was something that they had also
inherited from the earlier civilizations.
This knowledge is full of Universal
understanding on the mysteries of organization
of matter and life, and the operation of particle
energy that flows in space. The ancient Indian,
Babylonian, Tibetan knowledge has common
roots with the Egyptian, African, Central and
South American cultures and that of the
Druids. The information heritance that was
passed through by auricular and traditional
myths can also be found as written evidence in
numerous archeological findings, like the
Tibetan and Indian holy books. These rules
demonstrate the possibilities of human fate,
past and future depending on the laws of the
Nature.

‘The prohibited laws of nature’ might as well be called ‘The secret rules of nature’ because it
deals with all those secret universal rules which determine the organization of material
substance and life and which operate according to the order of a greater Divine Power, the
Nature.
Mankind is in trouble; he has to face the fact that instead of being an omnipotent and superintelligent power, he is a little piece of dust among the more powerful factors of nature, nothing
but a hegemonic virus, which has broken the rules of the nature.
The rulers, emperors and priests of the first ancient civilizations were against sharing this
knowledge with the public as later during the Middle Ages the Church, which sometimes used
all its power to fight against the great philosophers of their day, who discovered, wrote and
theorized about these prohibited rules. The witch-hunt is still on, the difference is that these days
the representative figures of the official Science hide the basis and real background of the
legends that are well known to them.
This ancient knowledge does exist, but its owners do not let the mankind grow up, do not trust
in human that they can accept their fate, and they are also jealous to share the knowledge with
the public.
Gods decomposed the ancient knowledge and all the rules of Nature into particles by revival of
the Phoenix of our space and time. This decomposed information can only be attained
reorganizing the knowledge crumbs stored in the particles, with new cooperation, understanding
the vital essence in one another and accepting one another. Less developed particles can
organize their information into cooperating colonies on a higher level. Mankind still refuses to
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accept the knowledge brought by the son of man, rejecting his maturity and understanding. We
are born with the inclination to cooperate and the desire to help each other but declining social
rules make it impossible.
Mankind broke the rule of nature. The organizations that build up our environment create a huge
cooperating system, which is more and more oppressed and corrupted by man.
The interest-oriented organizations like Church, and other social structures, which ruled over the
mankind, created hegemonic organizations at the top of the economic pyramid that were
sustained by the lower levels of the society. Control over energy transmission created a selfsupporting exploiting system, with which the greed for power and with the help of social
divisions, was able to oppress mankind and society.
The representatives of this power were always on alert to keep from even risking their
illegitimate misuse of authority by publishing the knowledge they possessed.
We are part of a living structure, in which everything from the tiniest material particles through
the greatest stars and galaxies form living structures, despite the differences in their
complications and information content.
The tiniest particles of space have less quantity of general knowledge while they own greater
understanding on more specific space organization; they also understand the rules of nature and
the occurrences that operate the nature and meteorology and regularly wind the clock of time.
Methuselah particles with their longevity integrated in colonies can create changing fields,
which at a more developed level can integrate into living beings, trees, flowers, and other
organized living structures, like insect colonies of bees, termites and ants.
There are other organization patterns of a higher level as well, by which their integration can
build animals, human beings, and creatures of more complex knowledge: planets, stars and
galactic organizations.
Human society has turned into chaos, galloping toward its annihilation, and two possibilities lie
ahead: either to accept the harmony of nature, or as living organization, to be swept away from
the stage of evolution.
We have reached a higher level of developing knowledge; we deserve this cosmic knowledge.
As a result, humans can become mature beings, who are able to know and understand, who are
able to accept the rules of Nature and the Universe and who are able to adapt to this greater
structure.
The order of human society must surrender to the Universal rules and to God’s commandments.
Individual freedom must be in harmony with society and the environment. In case humans are
not able to undergo these social changes on their own, soon natural powers will do this for them.
The improvement of our own present day society may lead through a chaotic path-this book was
created to help guide us through this path if it comes about.
These books reveal the true nature of matter and space organization, forming forces known in
the present day as ‘dark energy’, and give evidence that before this covalent, protein based life
and simultaneously with it several ionic material organizations were also formed.
Synthesis bridges materialistic science and the Creationist approach, reveals how the rules of
matter and life, (the UNIVERSE) work. From this book we can understand the origin of matter
and life, our past, present and the possibilities that are in our future.
Several great changes can be expected in the life of the World, and their wind has already
reached the Earth. We have reached the level of cosmic knowledge, the understanding the laws
of the cosmos and the possibility of how we can integrate into our environment more
successfully.
Our fate and future depends on whether during this short period of time the mankind can raise
its understanding, its collective conscience to a certain level, where instead of social
disagreement, a collective society can form which will integrate harmoniously into the structure
of the Universe.
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If the original knowledge and authentic understanding comprised in this book can get into focus
of the public attention- a great demand for publication translated into several different languages
can also be expected.
To gain the expectable success it is not sufficient that the subject is good and worth of general
attention, professional management is essential.
This book contains everything that the author has written in his native tongue; the problem is
that the Hungarian publishing and management is unable to create a World Hit with a book
written in the Hungarian language.
To gain success the book, the publication and the circulation must be managed together, and this
is why I would like to apply for your help, offering the opportunity of the first English language
publication at the same time.
The book only is available in Hungarian language, but the review and the content of the books
can be read and downloaded at the next web page:
www.pecsiglas.hu under the title „Book review”.
In case the short introduction raised your interest, I would be willing to have a larger excerpt
translated into English, and send it to you.
However, the book in its entire length can only be translated with financial support.
I would like to emphasize that this is not ‘a book’; this is ‘The Book’, which may well be the
ignition key of the last great cooperation in the history of modern society.
Please consider this issue carefully.
This book may upset the today’s World Order, but it can also help to attain the general social
reconciliation it is seeking, the peace and survival of the mankind, as well as can bring
individual consolation to the reader.
Unfortunately the author can only speak Hungarian; therefore the international marketing of
the material may depend on you, the publisher.
Address of the author: 25 Zsolnay Street, Pécs-7630. Tel: 36-72-333366
36-72-516830
36-72-516831
Fax: 36-72-516832
Email: info@pecsiglas.hu
Point of Contact: English speaking contact: Viola Dóczi, Pécs, Hungary, Tel: 36-30 350-1282
Aliza Heckert, Email: alyssa@axelero.hu
With Highest Regards,
László Vén
This series will be continued with the next books, which are ready for publishing and
contain the options and guiding principles of the structure of human society that is based
on the analogy with the known space organization and is in cooperation with the natural
environment.
Further books of the Aspect series:
CHAIN OF LIFE (Life within life)
The Prohibited Laws of Nature.
The Grand Structure, Chaos and Organization. (Order in the Organization)
The Ideal Society. (In harmony with the natural powers)

